An analysis of the reliability phenomenon in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model.
The reliability of single neurons on realistic stimuli has been experimentally confirmed in a wide variety of animal preparations. We present a theoretical study of the reliability phenomenon in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model on white Gaussian stimulation. The analysis of the model's dynamics is performed in three regimes-the excitable, bistable, and oscillatory ones. We use tools from the random dynamical systems theory, such as the pullbacks and the estimation of the Lyapunov exponents and rotation number. The results show that for most stimulus intensities, trajectories converge to a single stochastic equilibrium point, and the leading Lyapunov exponent is negative. Consequently, in these regimes the discharge times are reliable in the sense that repeated presentation of the same aperiodic input segment evokes similar firing times after some transient time. Surprisingly, for a certain range of stimulus intensities, unreliable firing is observed due to the onset of stochastic chaos, as indicated by the estimated positive leading Lyapunov exponents. For this range of stimulus intensities, stochastic chaos occurs in the bistable regime and also expands in adjacent parts of the excitable and oscillating regimes. The obtained results are valuable in the explanation of experimental observations concerning the reliability of neurons stimulated with broad-band Gaussian inputs. They reveal two distinct neuronal response types. In the regime where the first Lyapunov has negative values, such inputs eventually lead neurons to reliable firing, and this suggests that any observed variance of firing times in reliability experiments is mainly due to internal noise. In the regime with positive Lyapunov exponents, the source of unreliable firing is stochastic chaos, a novel phenomenon in the reliability literature, whose origin and function need further investigation.